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kids today :- kids today is a upcoming indian film directed
by aditya datt, starring satish kaushik and riteish
deshmukh in lead roles. the film is a modern-day retelling
of the famous indian epic ramayana, set in contemporary
times. the music and background score are by arko pravo
mukherjee. ntr emd family :- ntr emd family is an
upcoming indian musical multi-starrer film directed by s
manoj kumar and produced by shiv rajkumar under svb
theatres banner. the movie revolves around the life and
times of a talented and disciplined dancer rajkumar. r..
rajkumar is a movie that has already been released in the
year of 2013. in 2013, the makings of this movie were
nothing, but before the release of this movie, there were
rumors that it is a hit. but after the release of this movie,
the craze in the movie industry was nothing compared to
this! the craze of the movie industry can be shown in the
number of theaters that were hit by this movie. and on
that day, the numbers were something like 40000 to
50000. but after all, we didnt even get any tickets for this
movie at a theater! there is nothing like this happens in
any other bollywood movie. yes, this movie was the first
but what was inside this movie was something incredible.
many people did not even knew that an audacious idea
was going on inside this movie. before the release of this
movie, there were rumors that there is a character played
by shahid kapoor, sonakshi sinha and sonu sood are going
to be killed in this movie. yes, this is where the movie
makes a big change in the past of bollywood. previously,
we saw that in every movie, some characters were killed
off. if you go through the movie industry, you will see this
is something common. but what you dont know is that this
was going to be something big, and soon they were killing
off sonakshi sinha character too! and all of the sudden, we
did not see any sonakshi sinha character in any other
movie!
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